New Quail Pro11 for
team communication
Clear discrete communication
between physicians and clinical
staff in ORs and ICUs results in safer
decision making

•2 headset modes, hands-free and push-to-talk
•Up to 30 users per system, 6 hands-free at any one time
•Multiple systems useable in close proximity without interference
•Near-field headset registration
•Simple to self-install

“We love using our Pro11 headsets for training; our industry reps are able to listen in to
the operators’ instructions and train members of the team accordingly.”
Josh Parslow, Cardiac Physiologist, Bupa Cromwell Hospital, London

“Pro11 has been a complete game changer for me and for the mood of the entire OR
with a clear benefit on patients’ outcome.”

Gianluca Torregrossa M.D. Robotic and Minimally Invasive Cardiac Surgery, University of Chicago

“The headsets were easy to install and have made a big difference to our experience
of working in the lab; they’ve improved the quality of our communication.”
Piers Wright, Senior Chief Cardiac Physiologist EP/CRM, Royal Brompton Hospital, London
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Q-P11HS
1.88-1.90GHz EMEA, Asia; 1.91-1.93GHz North America
PTT (push-to-talk) and TalkLock
Talk button, volume button
Noise cancelling, electret mic
Levels 1-5
400mAh, 3.7v lithium-ion polymer
16 hours PTT, 10 hours TalkLock
4.5 hours full charge
Wipe with antibacterial wipes
36g with battery, 26g without
Hygiene covers available
Unregistered, out of range/call drop, battery low,
registration complete, engaged
Q-P11BS
125mW EMEA, Asia, North America
30 headsets listening, max 6 in talk mode at one time
70m radius in open spaces
On/standby - green/green
Registering headset - 3 flashes amber/amber
Successful registration - amber/amber for 3 seconds
Incorrect region headset - alternating red/amber flashes
Infrared pairing holding headset to bottom of base
Line level in/out with Phoenix connections; audio input
cancellation from audio output. Pre-gain audio input to
enhance adjustment range on user control if required
Audio input and output level gain controls. Screwdriver
adjustable via potentiometers (pots)
100-240v ac voltage sensing 48v, 0.5A
Wall mounted
250 x 160 x 43mm
310g
Q-P11CH
6 headsets
4.5 hours full charge
Blue flash every 10s, solid blue when fully charged
Green LED
5v, 3A
Charger shelf or desktop
375 x 102 x 80mm
760g
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